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There has been in the Palaestra and on this campus a 
tendency to avoid discussion of current political issues. 
It is tempting to believe that, as Plato said, "the business 
of the market-place will look after itself" and that parti
culars are not the concern of the true philosopher. However, 
the growing chaos in the last years should teach us precisely 
that things do not take care of themselves: the war, the 
riots, the assaSSTnations and the demonstrations literally 
force -upon us the problem of defining and establishing 
orderl,,;y justice in this country, for ourselves and our 
descendants. It is to this problem that Mr. Berns addresses 
himself in these pieces, and we feel that what he has to say 
is relevant at any time and especially so at this moment. 
We hope that these pieces will be the beginning of a dialogue 
to be continued by you in the pages of the Palaestra. 

Steve Forman 
Masha Zager 
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LINCOLN'S SPj~ECil Gd THE FCRP.2'l'UATIGN OF OUR 
POLITICAL HJ::_.TlTUTIUi'.1JS 

(This, address was one of "Two ·Short Talks. 1:;1pd,_,:a 
in Celeb1·a'tion of Lincoln Is Birthday"' 'Febr~y 
St. John's College, Annapolis, Md.) . , 

Discussion 
11 , .'; ·1968 . 

. '· . 

It is ·almost irre:verent to ·as:k: WhY celebrate .- . 
Abraham Jiincoln? · Why ce.leb.rate t~1e birthday of the· only, other 
man deemed,. almost universally, fit to share equal honors · in 
the .. temple. of' 'liberty with the great 1:ra:spington, the Father 
o~ o1:1r, c _9untry? But. we, we who· have been made aware that a. 
distinction may be d.rawn between the love of one's own and 
the love q·..f the good' who are committed wholeheartedly to 
learning, .who a:re dedicated to the proposition· that the most 
important· learning may · corrie _only through conversation, thr:qugh 
dialectic, for whom a good dis'cussion is a celebration, we 
are .aware that sometimes the risk of irreverence must be 
hazarded for the sake of the fulfillment o..f o:ur most solemn, 
and at the same time most pleasant, obligations . · .. . 
· We study Lincoln, of course, -par,tly to understand ., · 

. ;0urselves, .. to 1;lil<;l.erstand and th~refore, in some _degr~e 7 -to . 
control the spiritual forces ~1ich have s~aped our c1vi~ llves 
as Americans. But what I hope to show is· that vie celebra'te 
and study Lincoln also simply as students, hoping to le-~rn . 
something about · man, abo'Lit logos, about reason, about re·ason 
and . passion, ·about reason and religion, (I do -not .. say reason 
and rev~J_ation); hoping .to learn something abou:t ·a problem 
?lose to all · o.f us, the·. problem o.f the relati?h~ betwe~n .· .. 

· intellectual development and moral goodness, ·in -the pre ~f._$e 
·language of the s.chcols' about the relation 'be.tween inte:L~ 
lectµ.91 and mo:ral virtue. . . · . · · 

. , We, the American People , Lincoln ' s· Perpetuation •. 
Speech (Jah. 27, 1838, Springfield , Illinois) begins, possess 
the·fai rest . portion .of the earth as regards· extent of- terri
tory, :fertility of soil, and salubrity of climate • . This may 

· be a ·· condition, but not the chief . cause, for our . finding . 
ourselves under a- gover:rutient conducing more to th~. ends,. ·of 
civil and religious liberty tha~ any other .the worl~ ··ha$ · · 
knovm. Hamtlton suggests wh::i.t th.e ca.use is in the . opening 
paragraph of The Federalist : · .. · . · · · .. ! 

'- . 

' '· .It ha.s been :frequently -remarked, i;hat ·it seems 
to have· been reserved . to the .p~q.ple of <th·is 

. coi,.mtry oy their concluct :and example ,: to . 
- qecide that important question , wl:iether. so-cie-
ties of men are really capable .or not :-of 
establishing goDd governmen"\ ,from re:fl-ection 
and choice, or 'whether they. are i"'dr~ve.r · 
destined to depend for the -political co'nsti
tutions on a,ccident and force. 

· -·· The rational str".ucture .of our institutions 'relies upon 
J ,: 

I ' 
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~he indecorous, but nev~r failing , ~·prings of human s~lfishness, 
ih the words of Federalist number fifty-one, the "policy of 
supplying, by· opposite and rival interests, the defect of better 
motives'\ ·so arranging things that ambition counteracts am
bition, -'that the private interest of every individual may 
be a sentinel over the public rights." Lincoln believed in, 
and, by long and constant study, appreciated the wisdom of 
our system of checks and balances and separation of powers . 
But a rational structure of institutions, even with enligh-
tened and intelligent men at the helm, is not enough. 

The most important dangers to American freedom are 
not to be expected from the outside; they come from ourselves. 
The most deadly symptom is "the increasing disregard for law 
whiGh pervades the country; the growing disposition to sub
stitute the wild and furious passions, in lieu of the sober 
judgment of Courts"; the upsurge of a "mobocratic spirit." 
Lincoln did not stress th~ incident cl6sest to his audience's 
conscience, the lynching of the abolitionist editor, Elijah 
Lovejoy, some twelve weeks earlier in near-by Alton. Neither 
shall we enter into the dreary details of recent attempts 
to substitute force, fury and intimidation for orderly legal 
procedures. Vfuat seemed most dangerous about mob action to 
Lincoln was its cumulative effect . He divided the general 
population into two classes, first the vicious portion of 
the population, those for whom the only effective restraint 
is dread of punishment. These, the lawless in spirit, by 
seeing violations of the law go unpunished, "are encouraged 
to become lawless in practice." They make a " jubilee" of 
the suspension of the operations of government. The other 
class is that of the ordinar;y good citizen, who i@V§§ tran-

. quility~ is patriotic, and desires to abide by the laws. 
The spirit of the first class is constant; what is required 
to deal with them is vigilance and firm government. The · 
effect of mob rule on the spirit of the second class is in 
the iong run more serious. When the;y see their property 
destroyed , their families insulted, their persons injured, 
their lives endangered and no prospect of improvement, they 
become tired and disgusted with a government that offers 
them no protection. · The "strongest bulwark of any Government , 
and particularly of those constituted like ours," is"the 
attachment of the Pwople" , specifically of the better citiz:ens. 
When the affections of the better citizens are alienated 
from the government, when the government has friends "too 
few, and those few too weak, to make their .L'riendship 
effectual •• ~ men of sufficient talent and ambition will not 
be wanting to seize the opportunity '_' and overturn that poli
tical edifice that is "the fondest hope of the lovers of 
freedom , throughout the world•" With the entrance of this 
new class, the men of .tal.ent and ambition, a new dimension 
in Lincoln 's discuss i on is opened. -We ~pproach that problem 
most pertinent to popular governments , the problem of demo
cratic or demagogic despotism , the problem of Caesarism. 
We return to this subject shortly . 

The institutional and lee: al founding of the political 
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edii'ice ; ()i' liberty, Li(lco1n's argument implies , was not 
sufficient . He eviden'tly knew Federalist number forty-nine 
well. One of the subjects of that paper is political 
veneration: 

••• th~t venert:i tion which time bestows on 
everything, and without which perhaps the 
wisest and freest governments would not possess 
the requisite stability. If it be true that .' 
all governments rest on opinion, it is no less. 
true that the strength of opinion in each 
individual, and its practical influence on 
his conduct, depend much on the number which 
he supposes to have entertained the same opin
ion. The reason of man, like man himself, is 
timid and cautious when left alone, and 
acquires firmness and confidence in proportion 
to the number with which it is associated. 
When the examples which fortify opinion are 
ancient as well as numerous, they are known 
to have a double effect. In a nation of 
philosophers, this consideration ought to be 
disregarded. A reverence for the laws would 
be sufficiently inculcated by the voice of an 
enlightened reason. But a nation of philo
sophers is as little to be expected as the 
philosophical race of kings wished for by 
Plato. And in every other nation, the most 
rational government will not f'ind it a super
fluous advantage to have the prejudices of the 
community on its side. 

But the Founders, for all their appreciation of the problem 
in general, had not sufficiently acted on their knowledge, 
had not sufficiently founded their political edifice in the 
hearts and spirits of the people. "Let reverence for the 
laws ••• ", Lincoln said, "~ecort't€ _ the political religion of the 
nation." Political religion addressed primarily to that 
larger group of normall;y dec~nt citizens, is to be the pre
ventive medicine against those maladies that could lead to 
the disaffectioD of the people from their government. 
Lincoln goes on, "While ever· a state of feeling, such as 
this, shall ••• generally prevail ••• " every effort to 
subvert our national freedom will be in vain. 

By a contrast between the generation of the revo-
1 ution with present and future generations, Lincoln specifies 
those passions of the peopl e with which in normal times 
statesmanship must deal. Jealousy, envy and avarice, "the 
passions so comillon toa state of· peace, prosperity and · 
conscious strength," these and nthe deep-rooted principles 
o:f l.1ate, gesentment, indigna~ion and anger/. and ti:e powerful 
motive of revenge," were, during the revolution, directed · 
against the British nation. "And thus, from the force o:f 
circumstances, the basest principles of our nature were 
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either made t.o be. dorin~nt , , :or to be:c~me1 the ~l'cti,ve agents 
in the advancement .bf the -ndblest- of · cause/8/ •••• " . -We note . 
how Lincoln mitigates the s'iing· of' this hardl;y flattering - ' 
description of the people by emphatically including· himself . 
among them •. . _ He suggests that one should not expect these · 
passions to be eliminated; they are rather to be mitigated 
by more general intelligence, and, i:f not .'used., t6 be over
whelmed bv the . feelings .erigende"red and s.timul~ted b:y poJ itical 
religion, fee,lirigs which include gratitude 'to our fathers, concern 
for our ,t:;OC?teri tY, ·~he J.ove of ·· justice, and affection for humanity,. 
, We turn novv, from the people,_ from ~he many 1 to the 

few, to the men of talent and to their ruling passion, amb
ition, the love .of glory, the craving for distinction. During 
the revolutionar;y period al1 who sought fame. and distinction 
staked their all on the. success of the revol_ution. "They 
succeeded ••• This field of glory is harvested, and the crop 
is already appropriated. But hew· reapers will arise 1 and 
tI:ey 1 too, will seek .. a field." Lincoln draws a distinction 
within the men oi' talerit between the "many great and good 
men sufficie1·itly qualified for · any task they shol;lld undertake" 
and the ''towering genius". The· danger comes from the latter, 

.who will not fail to seize upon the opportunity presented 
by general di~affection du,e to mob rule. 

-Towering genius disdains a beaten path. It 
seeks regions hither.to. unexplored. --It sees 
no distinction in adding sdlory·to story, upon 
the monuments of fame, erected to the memory 

_of .others. It denies that . it is glory to 
serve under any ·chief'. It scorns to tread 
in the footsteps of any predecessor, however 
illustriohs. It thirsts and burns for dis-

. tincticm; and, if possible, it will have .~t, 
whether at .the expense of emancipating .slaves 
or enslaving f'reemen. · 

f:·· ·r 

We note with Harry Jaffa and ;Edmund Wilson the fite of this 
language, which seems 'to derive as much from admiration as 
from apprehension.' (Harry V. Jaffa, Crisis of the House · 
Divided, Doubleday, 1999, p. 183 • . Chapter nille is a compre~ 
hensive interpretati""1n ·of Lincoln's "Perpetuation Spe,ech-".) 
In contrast to the para~raph on the people~ the towering · 
genius is referred to with the impersonal "it"~ Ambitionj 
Lincoln wrote .to General· Hooker,: .. "within reat::fo:nable bounds, . 
does good rather than harm." (Letter, Jan. 26., 1863): 

How much .of what'is now called ic]eo1ogy functions 
so as to disguised from political men . the .enormit;y of their 
own personal ambition? · How .much demagqguery and .political 
fanaticism might be prevented,~if the politi~ally a~pirirtg 
or their educators were once again educated by ·.those classical 
authors who made ~t' their business to ' try to trgin political ' 
men to appreciate' t,he sublety Qf. their 'own ambition, - to train 
them to mastep · ~he:rr : rna .~ter passion? ' -. · · 
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In .a political announdement at the age of twenty
three Lincoln took: cognizance of his own ambition: 

• ' 

Ever,y man is said to hav.e his peculiar ambi-
,, - ti on. Whether it be true or not, I can say 

:· · for one that I have no other so great as that 
··pf being truly esteemed of my fellow men, by 
· rendering myself worthy of their esteem. 

(March 9, 1932, . "To the People of Sangamo 
County_," New Salem, Ill-.) 

It is clear· that Lincoln no more expects ambition to 
be rooted out of the he.arts of the poli ticall;y talented than 
he expected envy and ·avarice .to be removed from the people. 
What reasonable : bounds are large enough to encompass the 
ambitions of those Lincoln calls men "of the loftiest genius,' 
potential Tu~acbeths, potential Caes3rs? (Lincoln's "family 
of the lion, or- the tribe of the eagle" probably comes from 
M!cbeth~ I, 2, 1.33, his favorite Shakespearian play~ See 
Letter to J.h. Hackett, Aug. 17, 1863.) The clue; I think, 
may .be found by watching more closely what. Lincoln himself 
has done. in this · speech. In the third ,paragraph :from the 
end of the speech Lincoln prepares for his finale by 
recounting how: the generation of the revolution possessed 
living histories of' tl1ose great events in the persons of their 
·kinsman: . 

. • · • •• ·• l 

The ctinsequence was,that of thos~ scen~s , in 
the form .of a husband, a father, a son -or 
a brother, a · living history vvas. to be found 
i n every family - a history bearing the 
indubitable testimonies of its own authen-
:tici ty' in the limbs mangled, .. i:1 the scars of 
wounds received, in the midst of the very 
scenes related -- a history . too that could be 
read and -:understood alike by all, the wise and 
the ignorant, the l:earned and the unlearned. 
--But those .histories a~e . gone. They can be 
r ead no more forever. Phey we r e a f ort ress 
of strength ; but , what -invading foeman could 
never do, · the silent artillery .of, time has 
done; · the levelling of its walls • . · . They· are 
gone. -~ They ~ a forest of giant oaks; but 
the all-resistless hurricane has swept over 

' them, and left only, here and there, a lonely 
trunk, despoiled of its verdure, shorn of its 
foliage ; unshading and unshaded , to murmur i n 
a few more gently breeaes, and to combat with 
its mutilated limbs, a few more ruder storms , 
then to sink, and be no more. 

They were the pillars of the temple of 
liberty; and now, that they have crumbled away, 
that temple must fall, unless we, their des
cendents, supply their places with other pil-
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lars 1 he~m from the solid quarry of sober reason. 
Passion has helped us; but can do so no more. 
It will in future be our eriem;y. Reason, cold, 
calculating, hnimpassioned reason, must furnish 
all the materials for our t'uture supvort and 
defence. --Let those materials be moulded into 
gene~al intelligence, sound morality,.and 1 in 
particular, ~ re~erenc~ for the constitution 
and laws: and, that we improved to the last; 
that~ during his long sleep, we permitted no 
hostile foot to pass over or desecrate his 
resting place; shall be that which to learn the 
last trump shall awaken our WAS~IINGTON. 

Upon these let the proud fabric of freedom 
rest, as the rock of its basis; and as truly 
as has been said of the only greater institution, 
"the gates of hell shall not prevail against it." 

The old pillars were of wood, they have crllinbled away. 
The new pillars must be stronger. The;y are hewn from a 
quarry, they are the rock of the basis o.f the proud fabric 
of freedom •. Under the direction of cold, sober reason men 
of the l oftiest genius have the mission to use their polit
ical, rhetorical and poetic powers to mould the minds and 
affections of what is to be an improved people "into general 
intelligence, sound morality, and, in particular, a reverence 
for the constitution and laws." This refounding and trans
mission of the temple of liberty in the minds and hearts of 
men, for those who have eyes to see, is a task of" almost 
messianic proportions, a task equal to, or greater than, the 
first foµnding, a ·task capable of attracting, and perhaps 
even purifying, the ambition of a Caesar. 

By linking the spirit of the Bible to the spirit of' 
political 'liberty, the spirit of the Gospel According to -
Matthew to ·the Cons ti tuti ,Jn of the United States, Lincoln 
showed us by example wha.t he meant by political religion. 
It may be a little too much to link so intimately our political 
salvation with our personal salvstticn, to have us answer 
on the Day of' Judgment to George Washington as well as to 
God Almighty. The young Lincoln, surely1i is not in as full 
control of his materials here as he is in the great speeches 
of his later years, but, I believe, no speech reveals more 
clearly than this what he regarded as the mi ssion of his 
life. We must turn to t he Sef'ond ··Inaugural and tl3.e Gettysburg 
Addresses to appreciate tha t md:ss ion in all its sublimity. 
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TERMINAL ADDRESS·, ANNAPOLIS EDBCATIOI,;AL ENHANCElV:ENT 
PROJECT AT . ST. JOHN Is COLLEGE 

. ~ . ,• . 

:"'! 

'.· ·. • . (~ti~ ·speech WFZS ~ 0i veri at the closing ceremonies of' 
:the\ Educa.ti·o-nal .Erihancemept .Project on August 9, 1968_. ,, The 
Project.· was of the. Vpward..:~o.und . type and was ru.n . on,· a 'volµn-
teer basis . by. members of the St. John.' s· faculty·,) .. · .1 

· -: , 

- You' .have VG'iunteered to -devote six vacation vieeks. 
to the iiµprovement of your. -~~nds ~nd, we hope·, yow _he-arts. -
We congratulate _you for having ·the good sense to chqose to · 
do so, and fot ha:vihg the good heart to stick, it out to:. the 

end· All .ar:ir~#1s ·pe~d fd?d 1 all. :~i;m~~s . . ne.ed shelter. and 
almost all animals·need farrnlies. In this.respect man is 
no diff'erent frb,.rn the qther animal·s. · ; But man is the talking 
animal and the thinking 'animal. Man is, the animal which 
by his power to talk and to thi11.k, vi.:J;1ich, ·added together is 
the power to learn,-- man is the animal which through lear
ning has the power to modify his feelings·; to control his 
feelings, to improve his feelings, to improve his likes 
and dislikes. 

This sounds very rosy. It is not so rosy. This 
great opportunity which Nature, or Nature's God, has opened 
up for man is a two-edged sword; it can cut one way and it 
can cut the other way. For man's thinking and his talking, 
his power to learn, makes its way to man's feelings through 
the force of habit, through the· formation of habit 1 and --~ . . 
habits can be good or bad. The sword of learning is a two
edged sword, a dangerous instrument, because it can lead to 
bad habits as well as good habits. Man is the learning 
animal, and because of this even when he does the things 
all the other animals do 11 eat, seek shelter and have families, 
he does it with a difference: man can't just do things the 
other animals do, he's got to do them with style. We always 
watch each others' style - to see whether it's good style 
or bad. A man or woman's style points to what they have 
learned. It's wha t he learns that counts: he can learn to 
spoil his feelings, to corrupt his feelings, to make his 
likes and dislikes worse as well as to make them better. 
In fact, it's probably easier to do that than to make them 
better. If you don·• t put your mind to work at forming good 
habits, it's likely that, whether you know it or not, it will 
be working to form bad ones. Forming good habits, I believe, 
is what the business of education is chiefly about. 

We must continually search :for those teachers and 
those books which can guide our learning power towards 
improving ourselves, which can teach us how to be strong and 
sensitive, courageous, tender and thoughtful all at the same 
time. The best teachers (and this refers to books too) are 
the ones that teach us and move us to become our own teachers, 
to become thoughtful critics of' ourselves, that arouse in us 
the habit of constructive thoughtfulness. The best teachers 
and the best books make us aware of how much we lose when 
we waste our time. 
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There are some who think that the most important 
thing about a man is the size of his bankrol.l, or the 
sharpness of' his clothes, or the size of' his muscles, or 
the color of' his skin. No matter how many of them there are, 
and there ,;3.re a lot of· them~ they art:: very superf'icial 
people • . What counts ·is . the quality of' a man's mind and heart, 
what he does and has done , with his power to l'earn. 

· I should like to end this talk with some words f'rom 
Dr. Martin. Luther King, Jr., f'rom his book Strength to Love: 

May l of'fer a special word to .our ;young people ••• 
Many of' · you are in college and many more in high 
school. I cannot overemphasize the importance 
of these years of study. You must realize 
that. doors of opportuni t;y are opening now that 
were not opened to ;your mothers .and fathers. 
The great challenge you f'ace is to be ready to 
enter these doors. · ·· 

\ "' 

... -.. 
' ' 

' •. '. ~ ••• J · ~ 

' , ' 

,· , . 

··._·.: .: ,.-, 
. ~- : ' 

' , . · . . · 

,_"· · 
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(The following is a letter sent to Cengressman Rogers C. B. 
Morton on April 8, 1968.) 

Dear Congressman Morton: . · 

First I should like to thank you for the memoranda 
you have sent me over the years. · Those I found most memorable 
were the one where you admitted and analysed your initial 
error in the matter of Adam Clayton Powell and the one wher.e 
you described how you resisted popular pressure for a hasty 
rat control bill in order to gain passage of a more reasonable 
and effective measure a short while later. 

Prompted by the events of the last few days, I should 
like to urge ;you to give your immediate attention to securing 
adequate gun:...control legislation. I am open to being sho"Wn 

. I am 1Nrong, . but it seems to me t hat given pres.ent cir.cum
stances no reasonable man can doubt that such legisla tion is 
urgently -needed. I am aware that placing one more area of 

·behavior under government control, considered in isolation 
from everything else, diminishes to s cme degree the .li be:I"'.ty 
we enjoy as members of a free society. But v.rhen and . wher:-e 
the dangers from the abuse of that small liberty can pcse 
threats. to ·the fundamental fabric of liberty itself -the 
~esser ev~l must b~ chose1:1,. and as quickly as possible, that 
is . as qurckly as. is possible for sober reasonable and 
effective action to be taken. (I am under no illusions about 
~uch legislation being able to remedy the deeper cau~es, the 
spirit · of almost self-righteous l awlessness, a t the root of 
much of the peculiar criminality of our times. ) 

· What is most urgent however is not al vvays rr ost 
profound. Evid.ence of large-scale frontal atta ck: upon the 
miseries of life in the Negro ghetto is now also urgently 
required. I urge you to give your attention to securing 
prompt passage of a Civil Rights Act. Open housing legis la
tion, the creation of some kind of Job Corps, equal oppor
tunity in employment legisl ation and a massive effort to 
improve, or even recons titute, the schools i n these areas 
must not be del ayed. These schools should be made not 
only as good but even better, as far as facilities and staff 
are concerned, than schools in more affluent areas. The 
training of young Negro leaders with reason to be gr a teful 
to the system that allows t hem to get ahead should, or must, 
be given special considerationo (If possible, local option 
as to the use and administration of the funds with federal 
auditing should be written into the Act.) It may be that the 
employment problem can be solved more adequately by plans 
based primarily on the utilization of private resources and 
enterprise, but I don 't see how the problems of the schools 
can be met without direct and l ar ge expenditures by government. 
Consequently I urge you to consider and support whatever tax 
increases should be necessary. Fiscal irresponsibility, too, 
has become too dangerous. I am aware that urging you to 
support t ax increases amounts to asking you to risk your 
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.office. · There ' is a pos.~ibility that your electorate will . 
·. ~ ~pp~eciate the gravity of the situation and .the need for new 

taxes 1 but I would not presume · to suggest that ~uch ineasures 
are likely to be popular. However, these are times when there 
is no substitute for the courage to do what ts right~ even 
though,:_it may be unpopular, and even though 1 t may be at the 
cost of\ losing office. I am confident that you and the .majority 
of your. colleagues unde!'.stand better thap I what the true . honor 
of high pf'f'ice entails, and therefor.e I ·ove·rcome my reluctance 

. at urging a man tq . aS.Sl;lIIle risks . which L cannot share. 
· · . . I am not sanguine about the legislation I am urging 
you to ~upport beirig able. to accomplish all that its more 
vehement advocates .claim for it. Our situa tion is aggravated 

· by the. vv:ell- and ill-intentioned aro\lsal . of unreasonable 
expect?:tions. · There is a pressing need to reach, especially 

·the Negr.o poor, with messages warning . them against those who 
create .·:Unreasonable expe.c.tations, and whose zeal in some cases 
masks, , .from themselves as well as thei.r f'ollowers, political 
ambitions detrimental to . those whose interests they claim to 
~erve, .as well as, to civil .1i~ert;Y in gen~ral. . It is very 
important . for the large maJority of well-intentioned reformers 
to begin ~ to consider more . carefully the dangers flowing from 
the. arpu.sal of' unreasc;maq~e . exp~ctations. Eowever ,. be that 
:as it m1;;i.y, long-~standing inJustices . and neglect hay-e plagued 
these c·ommuni ties, and unreasonable expectations have been 
aroused;". Extraordinary ef;forts must be made to right the 
injustices and to und.o the 11eglect : .firstly, because it is 
ritht to do, or to try to do, . so; .secondly, in order to vi/in 
back the · allegiance of those who have been stra;ying from the 
paths of' law and order; and. thirdly, to enable the nation to 
impose criminal sanctions on those ;,vho incite to l awlessness , 
and to undertake whatever action may : be required to ,compel 
lawabidingness Viri th good conscience, with no questior;i. about 
where : :t~e weight of moral principle lies. 

"1' 
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THJ Ell":CTOHAL .SY:~TEl\:l AS UNIFI:ZR 

{The following letter to. the ~di tor of the "'.?S]!ington 
Post was ;:ublished by . thst. newspar.-er after tr e ne;,ub' ican 
National Convc·ntion, OJ.1 August 25~)· 

One important feature of the Party convention system 
seems no\ to have received enough explicit acknowledgment: 
the way it contributes to national unity. That so many and 
diverse areas can be formed into one Nation should not be 

·taken for granted. · It was possible to see, after viewing 
the rj3cent convention for more than an hour or two, how 
Party leaders from all over the country are forced to become 
aware of and even familiar with the pressures and opinions 
governing their counterparts from all the di.fferent parts o:f 
the country, and how they learn to modify and to · moderate 
their own preferences and objectives so as to arrive at 
candidates and policies that mrnght provide effective national 
leadership. These lessons must, of course, be learned even 
more thoroughly by the candidates themselves. 

It is insufficiently realized that. our Electoral 
College system, as it has developed, with its "winner take 
all" system in each state tends to educate politicians and 
moderate politics, that is, direct it away from the extremes to 
theswing votes in the middle, within the states in a similar 
way, thus contributing to statewide consensus. 

Those who too thoughtlessly advocate national 
primaries and the abolition of the Electoral College seem 
to be w1aware of the potentially divisive effects of their 
recommendations. Such advocates and advocates of proportional 
representation, it seems to me, make two mistakas, at least. ' 
They confuse the Declaration of Independence's "consent of 

,j:he governed" with wisdom of the governed: that is, by over
estimating the power of reason in most men's souls they tend 
to rmdervalue those institutions which protect us and unify 

. us by balancing out and moderating t 1:1e effects of human 
unreason. By their abhorrence of the doctrinal impurity of 
our politics of muddle, compromise and moderation they betray 
an illiberal failure to appreciate the classical distinction 
between theory and practice. . 

One final, not unrelated observation: it was comforr
ting to see how succee:sful most of these practicing politi
cians were at resisting the efforts of the news-media men 
(who are to be commended for their skill in ferreting out 
information) to overdramatize and whip up excitement in their 
endeavor to give their audiences a good show. It is more than 
a pity that most news~media men and their employers are not 
sufficiently.concerned about, ?r not sufficiently aware ofi . 
the destructive effects of their efforts to present an excitint 
show, when those they are affecting lack the resistance of 
professional politicians~ 
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SOME REFLECTIONS PHOMPTED BY THE 
EVEN'l1S IN CHICAGO t AUGUST, 1968 

These general reflections will come under three heads: 
the Convention itself, the demonstrators outside the convention 
and the press. Only brief notice will be taken of the :first 
and 1a st topics. 

There are those who regard what took place within the 
Convention as symptomatic of the bankruptcy of the convention 
system itself. One might perhaps argue just the other way: 
despite inept leadership and very difficult attendant circum
stances, the Convention accomplished its two main tasks 
rather successfully. After an unusually free and open debate: 
an intelligent platform was decided upon. The leadership 
leaned over backwards to provide dissenting minority groups 
with as much publicity and opportunity to be heard as anyone 
could reasonably demand. As a matter of fact one could ques
tion whether their treatment or dissenting minorities was not 
only fair, but perhaps even over-indulgent, that is, whether 
it served more to educate and to satisfy the dissenters about 
t he virtues of the politics of reasonable compromise, or 
whether it served more to inflame the intolerant among them 
by leading them to indulge themselves with unreasonable est
imates of their own power. For the sake of fairness the 
leadership risked, and it has proved a costly risk, exposing 
t he extent of the Party's divisions to the nation's view. 
The other chief task of the Convention was, of course, the 
selection of presidential and vice-pres idential candidates. 
I f one was inclined to think that the leadership was over
indulgent, one might argue, that since no institution or sys
tem of l aws can function well without men willing and able to 
make them work , one elementary task of the leadership of 
any organization is to prevent those who are unwillin5 or 
unable to make it work,and wno have nothing better to offer , 
from getting into positions where they can do much damage. 
Those ·who are more interested in wJ:iat has come t o be designated 
by that tautology, "symbolic speech", than.they are in winning 
elections ana in governing the country effectively do not 
belong at national ~olitical conventions. The institutions 1 
of course, can be improved, but the failings which many claim 
to have observed , if th~y are failings, may stem more from a 
failure of leadership than from iri.herent defects of the 
institution itself. 

The problem of the young demonstrators outside the 
Convention is probably, in the long run, the more serious problem. 
This problem, considered as part of t he general problem of 
student revolts, can be analysed on many different levels. 
I can onl;y allude to a few of the topics within this vast 
subject with which I will not be able to deal here: affluence 
and the attenuation of the fear, both disciplinar;y and narr
owing, of not being able t o make a living - the en9rmous increase 
in the student popul ation anc1 t he absurdity of trying t o det;l 
with educational, i .e. personal, problems with mass-production f 
techni ques - the licentiousness and sense of indirection fos- g 
tered by over-permissive child training - the roots of that 
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-_apparent debunking of authori ta.ti. ve "values" th::lt :follows 
from the teaching, or the popularization of .. the teachings 
o:f scientistic social s~ience. 1 : · · - ' 

Judging fr-om· the faces .. and the accents of many o:f 
-_the young. cJ,emonstrators outside _of the Convention, · they · 
certai-nl~ d? not come from the . lo,f1est stra_ta of our : population. 
How sad it. i s to see those who .would, and should,., to the best 
o:f their abilities' protest and' oppose the igno ol,e' the petty' 

, the . 9ehuman~zing elements of li:fein technol?gical society, 
. bending their efforts rather to the d_estructibn o:f the very 
conditions that allow f'or the free pursuit ·: o:f whatever _ 
might be positive in what they seek. By attacking the 

' · instruments o.f liberal change they strengthen the hands o:f 
t~9se who~e tal_~nts and inclinations are more for illiberal, 

·or despotic, change. . ._. · __ . . . . --
. In addi tioi: to ~his prodigal waste .of' spir_:i;t?- however, 

· there is another dimension to the problem: Plato.' s dialogues 
seem to -suggest that where there is "corruption o:f the youth" 
sophists produce it, but both sophists and philosophers pay 
:for it • .. Academic influe-nce on our· political li:fe is almost 
bound to increase in coming ye.ars as educational opportuni
ties are 'Opened up to larger proportions of the -population. 
It has __ nQw become urgent to change that influ~nce for ~he 
better from the inside, before it gets changed :from the outside. 
Republican~lib~rty 1 th~ ,pre-condition for free inqu~ry,. thrives 
only when its 1nstitut1onal base, _the rule of law, is tended 
by _ and .directed by ·a responsible educated class. ·· _· - -.. 

· Moderation, one might think, rather than revolution, 
would be the .watchword of an educated m&n. Those who have 
become aware of how difficult it is to prepare even oneself 
for genuinely rational discourse, how much self-restraint, 
self-censorshipand self-discipline is required, they, one 
might expect, shovld also be capable of understanding how 
much ·more difficult apd complicated it is to prepare a. way for 
reason to enter into that discourse among large groups and 
crowds. that constitutespolitical life. One part of education 
should be dis-illusionment, learning how easy it is to . go 

-wrong in a good cause. (Should not, ta take the most pressing 
example, any sound approach to · the issue of the war .in Vietnam 
consider the implications of the fact that there are 
substantial . numb.ers of men who are both honest and intelligent 
on both sides of the issue?) Theory, as well as experience, 
however, points to. why j':1stice, the political.virtue par 
exce+l~nce, cannot preva~l apa:i;t fror:i r:i-oderat1on: .the . 
9ogn:Lt=!-v~ elemen.t J?redo~inan~ ~n pol,i;tiqa l and ~ocial 11:fe 1 
in_ pol1 tical prac;t;:Lce, ; 1s opinion, np,t kpowl~dge, and . opinions 
are. always disputable,, not to sa:y controv~rs1al. Because 
opinions are essentia;l_ly disputable' it i$ frequently' if not 
usua;Lly, mqre imp()rtant for poli ~ical p_ractice to maintain 
reasonable .,rrocedures for settJ,ihg · ~n_q dispensing with ·· 
problems than it is , to be ce'r'tain that the solutions to 

lsee Leo Strauss, Natural ,Right and~ .HistorY:;- Chicago, 
Introduction andl. chs. 1&2; '. What .. is ·IJoliticl;l.1 1 Philosophy, 
Free Pre~s, ch .• l ·; .: apq.: this - ~i't;er' $. Speculations·_oi:- Libefal 

· and J.1.]..ib~;r?J:. Poli tics, :t,963, St·. ,Johnl s Cbllege Library 
and bookstore. · ·, , . -· -·· ' · 
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' the problems be correct solutions. 2 . Imperfect solutions can 
be tolerated in a free . society; v.rl;l\3.t cannot be tolerated is 

. , action tha~ could destroy those procedures and institutions 
· for compro~ise and debate which, . b~~ the discussion attendant 

upon them, open up the way for reason to make that limited 
qut saving eontribution .thet it can.make to our political lif'e . 

It is a gross misunderstai'iding of the First A...'Tiendment 
to the ·Constitutidn of the United States t.o think that it can 
be involted to justif;y action that would deprive constitutionally 
authorized governmental and part3r officials of that freedom 
from coercion, intimidation and pressure which is the condition 
that allows them to make maximUII1 use of their own capacities 
for. rational discourse _and debate . The rights of free speech 
and peaceful. asse'.nbly · in· the Fi3st Amendment, . (as one of ~he 
Ci.eepest studie~ *I know .suggests ) , were conceived of at first 
as :guaranteeinet0all citizens certain privileges and immunities 
wij:h regard to their political spe~ch, which had before then 
.been granted only to members of legislative bodies in their 

·' ' 

respective legislatures: the ·entire citizen body as far as its 
political speech is concerned is ·conceived of in analogy to 
a deliberative assemblyo In line. with this perhaps too generous 
conception, it would be folly to allow what was meant to serve 
as an instrument of unintimidated rational deliberation to be 
used to destroy the pre-conditions for rational deliberation 
in those places where, not something analogous to unintimidated 
rational deliberation is needed, but unintimidated rational 
deliberation itself. There is a tensionl I believe 2 between 
what many are now calling participatory aemocracy (if the 
phrase means more than transferring authority to local political 
institutions) and the meaning of the Declaration of Independence 's 
statement thlt governments derive "the.ir just pmvers from the 
consent of the governed". Representative government, accord-
ing to what we understand to be the more adequate philosophical 
psychology of the , Founding Fathers, derives its just powers 
not from the will_ of t he governed but. f rom the consent of the 
governed. The re:presentati ve should represent not the "passions" 
nor the "inclinations" but the "interests" (:The Federalist, 
nos. 49 and 71), the well-being, of the represented. · The 
people are understood to be qualified to judge periodically 
by means of elections their leaders and the gener9l effects 
of the policies formed by their . l eaders; thus they check and 
inflluence their leaders. However, t hey are not regar,Jed as 
qualified to make policy, they are not regarded as some 
mystical repository of political wisdom or political virtue. 
'Th~ actual formation and execution of policy is to be carried'! 
out b;ythose best qualified t o carr;y ·it out, a democra tic 

. leadership . A libera1·1y educated leadership, . in the classical 
view, fosters enliGht ened government ·and justly secures its 
own· position by (1) controlling the over-a,mbitious, t he dema
gogic and the autoc1:atic, within its own r anks; (2 ) by dis
pensing justice, and (3) by providing moral examples, moral 

. : . *of the subject . . , . 
' . . . . 

~Ae~ch~/lus, Oresteia, · especially Eumenides. 
Geo.rge Anastaplo, . (The Constitutionalist)_ , Notes on the First 

Amendment ••• , Doctoral Dissertation, Univer$ity of-Chleago, 
available in St. John' s College libraries. · 
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leadership for the great bulk of the population. One might 
wonder how long any polity could last - how long it could 
count on the respect of ordinary citizens - that would 
tolerate the kind of organized, well-publicized, large-
scale shouting of obscenities about its chief executive that4 
took place last August before Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel. 

The power and the influence of the press in our 
political process has been greatly magnified by new commun
ications technology, especiallJr the development of television. 
Some review o:f our thinking about freedom of the press in 
the light of these developments seems to be required. The 
problem was brought to the nation's attention dramatically 
by some of the deplorable manhandling of newsmen on the streets 
of Chicago. 

Is it the duty of the press to publish everything 
they are able to learn? Can rights to privacy take prece
dence over the public's "right to know"? Should freedom of 
the press be re~tricted if it jeopardizes a man's right to 
a fair trial? - if it interferes with the efficient and 
orderly operation of essential political and governmental 
functions? How should peacekeeping officials view the press 
in situations where the presence of the press is the essen
tial condition and stimulus moving others to embark upon 
unlawful civil disobedience? Should the press be restricted 
in riot situations where the presence of a television camera 
regularly attracts people on to the streets, impeding control 
and endangering lives? Should freedom of the press be 
restricted only to those areas, i.e. political areas, where 
citizens require information and opinion in order to fulfill 
citizen functions? 

The problem is complicated by the fact that the press 
not only informs public opinion, but can mould it as well. 
Is it not the duty of every responsible newsman to consider 
the effects of what he says or writes upon his hearers, to 
consider whether what he says makes his audience better or 
worse citizens, better or worse human beings? Here again, to 
recur to the main theme of this paper, the winning, the surv
i val, and the extension of freedom are seen to depend not only 
on sound laws and institutions, but upon the abilities of the 
recipients of :freedom to use freedom well. More importantly, 
not only the survival but also the value of any freedom is 
dependent upon the same abilities, that is, upon the virtues 
of the citizens, and, prirndrily, upon the virtues of those 
who are befitted by nature, by training and by education to 
guide the rest. 

4c:r. above, "Lincoln's Speech on the Perpetuation of Our 
Political Institutions", paragraph 5. 




